THE RULES AND CONDITIONS OF RESIDENCE MARE PINETA
WELCOME TO RESIDENCE MARE PINETA,
FOR A PLEASANT HOLIDAY WE ASK YOU TO RESPECT THE FOLLOWING RULES.
1) By arrival you have to check in, the whole amount and also the final cleaning has
to be paid.
2) Parking the car in the residence is only allowed ON SATURDAY FOR the Arrival
And DEPARTURE day and just for loading. There is the possibility to use the
baggage handcars. Then the car has to be parked in the signed parking place. Each
bungalow has one numbered parking place. Wrong parked cars will be town away.
Cars full of luggage are inviting for thieves! The organisation is not responsible for
thefts or damaged cars
3) Dogs and other animals are allowed, but they must be kept always on leash and
cleaned by yourself.
4) Electricity has to be switched on by arrival. The electricity case in the bungalow
is at the opposite side of the kitchen.
5) We are sure that we have given you a cleaned bungalow but if you find something
wrong, dirty or broken we please you to tell us immediately, at the end of the holiday
we can not accept reclamation.
6) No refund is due in case of early departure.
7) During the silence-time from 01:00 pm to 04:00 pm and from 12:00 am to 08:00 am
it is strictly forbidden to make any noise.
8) The trash has to be put into plastic bagsand then you drop them in the therefore
dust bin close by the bungalow.
9) If you are disturbed by others non accepting the rules we ask you to tell us.
10) By arrival each guest is getting a bracelet, in the sense that we know that you
make part of the residence. You have to wear it for all the time.
11) Your guests are also welcome but they have to come to the reception for checkin.
12) The organisation is not responsible for thefts, you can rent a safe at the
reception at the price of € 15,00 per week.
13) In case of loosing the keys you have to pay € 10,00
14) the reception is opened from 09:30 am to 12:30 am and from 04:00 pm to 07:00
pm.
15) we hope that all the guests of the residence will respect all the rules, even if the
organization Is allowEd to expel each one who’s not respect our conditions.
16) During the week cars are not allowed inside the Residence also for advanced
departure, cars are allowed only on Saturday for departure and arrivals. Even if
some cars are find inside the Residence, this will be removed without advertisement
and the costs will be paid from the owner.
17) It is forbidden to take parasols, sun- chairsor other things which are in the own
of the residence and to the beach. Also it is forbidden to take sun-chairs from the
pool to the bungalow. Each bungalow has one sun-chair.
18) Doctor: for ambulance: 118, medical assistance for tourist : 0544 917613. For
other information ask at the reception.

19) Every Saturdayat 06:00 pm there is a welcome cocktail at the bar nearby the
reception. The director presents the residence and gives all information.
20) the residence mare pineta shall not be liable for personal accidents occurred to
the guests while using the equipment and services of the of the Residence

HAVE A NICE HOLIDAY!!!
The Direction

